An analysis of the relationship between the cellular distribution and the rate of turnover for the separate classes of unoccupied, noncovalently occupied, and covalently occupied insulin receptor.
To further investigate insulin's role in regulating the turnover of insulin receptor during down-regulation in 3T3-L1 adipocytes, the relationship between the cellular distribution and turnover of unoccupied, noncovalently occupied, and covalently occupied receptor was examined. At steady-state 12% of the unoccupied receptors and 46% of covalently occupied receptors are intracellular. The apparent first-order rate constant (Kapp) for turnover of the total pool of covalently occupied receptors (0.16 h-1) is 3.8-fold higher than that for unoccupied receptors (0.042 h-1). When unlabeled insulin is added, identical values for both Kapp (0.10 h-1) and distribution (26% internal) are measured for noncovalently and covalently occupied receptors. The rate constant (Kdeg), describing the relative sensitivity of internalized receptor to degradation, is identical (0.36-0.41 h-1) for unoccupied, noncovalently occupied, and permanently occupied pools of internal receptor. Mechanisms for down-regulation postulating: (a) an occupancy-dependent alteration in the conformation of internal receptor increasing receptor sensitivity to internal proteases, (b) a preferential sorting of internal occupied receptor to degradative pathways, or (c) induction of intracellular proteases by insulin, would all reflect a substantial change in Kdeg for occupied receptor and thus are unlikely mechanisms by which insulin increases the rate of receptor turnover. The turnover of insulin receptor in 3T3-L1 adipocytes is regulated primarily by its intracellular concentration and not by the state of occupancy of internalized receptor.